
Introduction
An Atlas CareMap is a drawing of a family’s care 
ecosystem, showing who is caring for whom, and how. 
Many have found that an Atlas CareMap helps them 
better understand their situation, plan for potential 
difficulties, manage the many people involved, identify 
missing people and services, and communicate with 
everyone. In addition, the Atlas CareMap often helps 
people appreciate what is working well.

You can draw your own family’s Atlas CareMap whether 
you think of yourself as a care recipient (or “patient”), as a 
primary caregiver, or just as someone who helps a 
relative or friend occasionally.
On the next two pages, we’ve outlined the basic steps to 
drawing an Atlas CareMap. Please visit our website for 
more details and a video tutorial (atlasofcaregiving.com/
caremap). There you will also find information on a web 
app that enables you do to even more with Atlas 
CareMaps. For now … let’s get started! 

CREATING ATLAS CAREMAPS
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About Actors and Links
An Atlas CareMap has “Actors” (people, pets, 
professionals, and places, shown using different 
symbols), and “Links” (arrows that connect them showing 
who cares for whom, with different types of lines 
indicating how frequently the care is provided). Placement 
of Actors corresponds to how far away they live.

An Example

Christi’s Atlas CareMap shows the many caring relations 
that exist within her family, who are spread out in different 
parts of the US. In Princeton, NJ, Christi and Mike care 
for his mother Maria, who has dementia and lives next 
door. Several other relatives and professionals also care 
for Maria. Christi and Mike also care for a son, Pablo, 
who has diabetes. Mike and his brother (in Philadelphia) 
also care for his father Arturo (in Baltimore), while Christi 
and her sister support her parents Eileen and Jim (in 
Orlando). Two nearby friends and a local support group 
provide support to Christi and Mike.

Step 1: Identify Key Actors
Before you begin drawing your Atlas CareMap, it’s helpful 
to think about who will be on it. If you’re doing this for the 
first time, we encourage you to limit yourself to a few 
people, those that are most top-of-mind, rather than being 
thorough. Later on, once you’re adept at the basics, you’ll 
find it much easier to add more details.
Use the Atlas CareMap Worksheet to note all the names.
Who lives with you? Enter their names in the 
appropriate section. Don’t forget your pets!
Whom do you care for, and who else cares for them? 
Enter the names of the people you care for (limit yourself 
to only one or two for now). Then enter the names of 
those who live with them (leave blank if they live with you, 
or live alone). In the section below, enter the names of 
whoever else cares for them. Again, limit yourself to a few 
people for now.

Who cares for or supports you? These could be people 
who directly care for you (including emotional support), or 
those who help in ways that allow you the time for your 
caregiving responsibilities. Enter their names.

Step 2: Draw an Atlas CareMap
Here are some helpful hints before you start drawing:

• For Actor symbols, use those shown on the bottom of 
the  drawing sheet: stick figures for relatives and 
friends; circles for pets; triangles for professionals; 
and squares for services and facilities. For groups of 
people, such as a support group, you can enclose a 
few stick figures in a rectangle.

• Draw a house around groups of people that live 
together.

• Write the names and locations of Actors under their 
symbols.

• Draw yourself in the middle of the page, and then use 
space on the page to represent geographical 
distance: if someone is nearby draw them near you; if 
they are far away draw them near the edges of the 
paper.

• Link arrows go from caregivers to care recipients. As 
shown on the bottom of the drawing sheet, use 
different types of lines to represent frequency of care 
provided. A heavy line for many times a day; a regular 
line for daily care; a dashed line for weekly care; and 
a dotted line for less frequent, or occasional care.

• If caregiving is mutual (person A cares for person B, 
and vice versa), draw two separate Links if space 
permits to make it obvious.

• Your Atlas CareMap will likely be messy the first time 
you draw it. Don’t worry about it. You’ll  understand it, 
and you can always redraw it to make it neater.

Follow these steps:
1. Enter your name and date at the top of the drawing 

sheet.
2. Draw yourself and the other Actors who live with you 

in the middle of the page. Be sure to write their 
names. Then draw a house around this group, and 
enter the location.

3. Draw the Actors you care for, if they are not already 
on the Atlas CareMap, and those who live with them. 
Remember to draw them near you or near the edges 
of the paper depending on how far away they are.

4. Draw Links to show who you care for. Remember the 
arrow goes from you to them, and draw the type of 
arrow that reflects how frequently you care for them.

5. Next draw other Actors who care for those you care 
for, and their Links.
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6. Draw the Actors who care for or support you, and 
their Links.

7. Draw a line to encircle those who are “Near” you. 
These are people close enough that they can visit if 
needed without much hassle — we suggest those 
that are within twenty minutes of you. Everyone inside 
this circle is Near. Many people choose to include 
“online friends” (such as Facebook groups) within the 
Near circle.

8. Finally draw another line to indicate those who are 
“Far” from you — we suggest more than two hours 
from you. Everyone outside this circle is Far.

Step 3: Reflect on Your Atlas CareMap
Just the process of drawing your Atlas CareMap may 
have given you a new perspective on your situation. Here 
are a few questions to further your reflections:

• Who is indispensable, and what happens when 
they’re not available?

• Are the different people aware of each other’s 
involvement?

• What are the different kinds of care and skills people 
provide? Think broadly, including practical (medical 
assistance, transportation, research, etc.) as well as 
social (companionship, laughter, comfort, etc.).

• How are responsibilities divided amongst the different 
people?

• How do you communicate, coordinate, and negotiate 
issues with everyone?

• Have you forgotten anyone important? (spouses and 
siblings are often overlooked!)

• Are there relatives or friends who could be more 
involved?

• Are there professionals or services that are missing 
and needed?

• How has your CareMap changed over time? How 
might it look in the future?

• What is good in your current situation, what would 
you not want to change?

Personalizing Your Atlas CareMap
It’s your Atlas CareMap; add to it as you think best. Add 
more Actors (for example, add the people your care 
recipients care for). Add color to indicate the types of care 
some provides (for example, yellow for emotional support, 
green for financial, and red for medical). Add places (a 
beach, a favorite trail) or activities (swimming, yoga) that 
are especially important to your or other Actors’ wellbeing.
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What actions might you consider taking?



Who cares for you or supports you?

Atlas CareMap Worksheet

Who else is in your household?

Whom do you care for?

a. b.

If ‘a’ does not live with you, who else is in their household?

Who else cares for ‘a’? Who else cares for ‘b’?

If ‘b’ does not live with you, who else is in their household?

Your name: ______________________________
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Actors: people         groups of people               professionals            pets             facilities & services 

Links:   frequently                            daily                             weekly                            occasionally   

Atlas CareMap of __________________________ Date __________________________ 
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